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Blue Book 1919 this book identifies a major turn in contemporary british literature in response to environmental crisis it argues that the pastoral is emerging as a new critical
framework in which to explore the understanding of people and place in this context the new pastoral in contemporary british writing explores how the pastoral tradition has
transformed as authors respond to our changing relationships with place in this period analysing the features common to new pastoral writing it brings together a corpus of works
from major authors including ali smith jim crace john burnside kathleen jamie and robert macfarlane this book argues that crises such as pollution and climate change have shifted
our understandings of the key relationships of pastoral and the terms upon which they are based giving new senses to its older oppositions between the human and the natural the
urban and the rural and the past and the present furthermore it shows that the versions of pastoral that ensue align with current ecocritical arguments produced by thinking
through the individual cultural and ecological implications of environmental crisis as a result pastoral emerges as the crucial strategy in the re imagining of the environment
underway in contemporary british writing the resurgence of interest in nature writing the increasing attention towards place in literary fiction and the development of ecological or
climate fiction this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of english as well as those concerned with the interdisciplinary topics of the environmental humanities
including literary geographies new nature writing cultures of climate change and the anthropocene and ecologically oriented theory
The New Pastoral in Contemporary British Writing 2019-10-10 an award winning food writer takes us on a global tour of what the world eats and shows us how we can change
it for the better food is one of life s great joys so why has eating become such a source of anxiety and confusion bee wilson shows that in two generations the world has undergone a
massive shift from traditional limited diets to more globalized ways of eating from bubble tea to quinoa from soylent to meal kits paradoxically our diets are getting healthier and
less healthy at the same time for some there has never been a happier food era than today a time of unusual herbs farmers markets and internet recipe swaps yet modern food also
kills diabetes and heart disease are on the rise everywhere on earth this is a book about the good the terrible and the avocado toast a riveting exploration of the hidden forces
behind what we eat the way we eat now explains how this food revolution has transformed our bodies our social lives and the world we live in
The Way We Eat Now 2019-05-07 announcements for the following year included in some vols
University of Michigan Official Publication 1949 ハイウェイ沿いの田舎町で白人女性と黒人男性の死体が発見される 人種差別が根深く絡む事件に 黒人のテキサス レンジャーが捜査に乗り出すが その衝撃的な内容が高く評価され 米書評界で絶賛された話題のアメリカ探偵作家クラブ賞最
優秀長篇賞受賞作 解説収録 吉野仁
Catalogue of the University of Michigan 1949 in this volume an attempt is made to tackle hellenism as a global and transcultural entity through an array of essays this book
constitutes a comparative study of various literary cultural and artistic trends as these develop throughout the course of the eighteenth nineteenth and twentieth centuries on both
sides of the atlantic having been designed with the general as well as the specialized reader in mind this book will prove to be a valuable guide to scholars undergraduate and
postgraduate students as well as to a broad spectrum of readers with an interest in comparative literature cultural history history of the classical heritage transatlantic studies
english and american romantic modernist and postmodernist narratives its diverse material falls under the umbrella terms of english hellenisms and american hellenisms with the
intention of enhancing intercultural dialogue and understanding by embracing multivocality as proven by the number of articles it contains this book proves the tenacity diachronic
and intercontinental appeal of hellenism at the era of multiculturalism and globalization
ブルーバード、ブルーバード 2018-12-15 analyses media representations of riots strikes and protests
Anglo-American Perceptions of Hellenism 2008-12-18 announcements for the following year included in some vols
Kathleen Jamie 2018-11-30 彼女の名はヘンリエッタ ラックス だが 科学者には ヒーラ として知られている 1951年 貧しい黒人のタバコ農婦だった彼女の身体から 本人の同意なく採取された癌細胞は のちに医学界のきわめて重要なツールとなる それはポリオワクチンの開発 クローニング 遺伝子マップの作
製をはじめ 幾多の研究の礎となった しかし数十億個という膨大な単位でその細胞は売買されてきたにもかかわらず ヘンリエッタは死後も無名のままにとどまり 彼女の子孫もまた健康保険すらまかなえない境遇に置かれていた 倫理 人種 医学上の争い 科学的発見と信仰療法 そして 亡き母への想いと葛藤に苦悩する娘の物語を鮮やかに描
いた ニューヨーク タイムズ ベストセラー
General Register 1949 islands have long been the subject of cultural fascination but in recent decades they have exerted an increasingly powerful centrifugal force sending
writers to the outer edges of the british irish archipelago in search of inspiration and insight drawing on contemporary ecocritical approaches island studies and emergent
archipelagic perspectives ecocriticism and the island explores a wide selection of island themed creative non fiction through a combination of textual analysis and where possible
original interviews and archival research pippa marland offers new insights into the work of tim robinson brenda chamberlain christine evans w g sebald stephen watts amy liptrot
kathleen jamie adam nicolson robert macfarlane and david gange in assessing the ways in which these authors negotiate existing cultural tropes of the island while offering their
own distinctive articulations of islandness this book represents an important intervention into island literary studies at the same time it contributes to the development of an
archipelagic strand of ecocriticism one that offers a valuable perspective on human environmental relationships in an anthropocene context
不死細胞ヒーラ 2011-06 victorian literature s fascination with the past its examination of social injustice and its struggle to deal with the dichotomy between scientific discoveries and
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religious faith continue to fascinate scholars and contemporary readers during the past hundred years traditional formalist and humanist criticism has been augmented by new
critical approaches including feminism and gender studies psychological criticism cultural studies and others in twenty first century perspectives on victorian literature twelve
scholars offer new assessments of victorian poetry novels and nonfiction their essays examine several major authors and works and introduce discussions of many others that have
received less scholarly attention in the past general reviews of the current status of victorian literature in the academic world are followed by essays on such writers as charles
dickens alfred tennyson thomas hardy and the brontë sisters these are balanced by essays that focus on writing by women the development of the social problem novel and the
continuity of victorian writers with their romantic forebears most importantly the contributors to this volume approach victorian literature from a decidedly contemporary scholarly
angle and write for a wide audience of specialists and non specialists alike their essays offer readers an idea of how critical commentary in recent years has influenced and in some
cases changed radically our understanding of and approach to literary study in general and the victorian period in particular hence scholars teachers and students will find the
volume a useful survey of contemporary commentary not just on victorian literature but also on the period as a whole
Carnation Yearbook 1986 this volume showcases new research on popular academic topics in ghana its wide range of focus across disciplines includes topics such as pidgin
performing apologies and politeness music the argument for adopting geographical indications gi policies for ghana s unique agricultural products and the poetics of names among
many others it will appeal particularly to students pursuing degrees in africana and ghanaian studies
Ecocriticism and the Island 2022-12-19 applying ecocritical theory to the work of victorian writers this collection explores what a diversity of ecocritical approaches can offer
students and scholars of victorian literature at the same time that it critiques the general effectiveness of ecocritical theory interdisciplinary in their approach the essays take up
questions related to the nonhuman botany landscape evolutionary science and religion the contributors cast a wide net in terms of genre analyzing novels poetry periodical works
botanical literature life writing and essays focusing on a wide range of canonical and noncanonical writers including charles dickens the brontes john ruskin christina rossetti jane
webb loudon anna sewell and richard jefferies victorian writers and the environment demonstrates the ways in which nineteenth century authors engaged not only with humans
interaction with the environment during the victorian period but also how some authors anticipated more recent attitudes toward the environment
Twenty-First Century Perspectives on Victorian Literature 2014-03-06 includes part 1 number 2 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals july
december
New Scholarship on Ghanaian Literatures, Languages and Cultures 2024-03-18 this book is available as open access through the bloomsbury open access programme and is
available on bloomsburycollections com in the last decade there has been a proliferation of landscape writing in britain and ireland often referred to as the new nature writing
rooted in the work of an older generation of environment focused authors and activists this new form is both stylistically innovative and mindful of ecology and conservation practice
the new nature writing rethinking the literature of place connects these two generations to show that the contemporary energy around the cultures of landscape and place is the
outcome of a long standing relationship between environmentalism and the arts drawing on original interviews with authors archival research and scholarly work in the fields of
literary geographies ecocriticism and archipelagic criticism the book covers the work of such writers as robert macfarlane richard mabey tim robinson and alice oswald examining
the ways in which these authors have engaged with a wide range of different environments from the edgelands to island spaces jos smith reveals how they recreate a resourceful
and dynamic sense of localism in rebellion against the homogenising growth of clone town britain
The Aeroplane 1939 china s strong economic growth occurring alongside modernization across the great majority of asian societies has created what many see as a transnational
space through and by which not only economic social and cultural resources but also threats and crises flow over traditional political boundaries the first section of the work lays
out a clear conceptual framework it draws on arguments about nation no longer being the only container of society about trans disciplinary thinking and about knowledge being
context bound it identifies and discusses distinctive features of china and asia in the global era these include population urbanization and climate change the continuing reach of
orientalist shadows cultural politics of knowledge it closes by arguing how global studies adds value to existing accounts the second and longer section applies this framework
through a series of original empirical case studies in three areas migration poverty gender culture education well being both the conceptual framework and case studies are drawn
from research presented at hkbu since 2011 under the auspices of the global social sciences conference series and supplemented by additional papers
Victorian Writers and the Environment 2016-12-08 this book offers essays on both canonical and non canonical german language texts and films advancing ecocritical models for
german studies and introducing environmental issues in german literature and film to a broader audience this volume contextualizes the broad ranging topics and authors in terms
of the anthropocene beginning with goethe and the romantics and extending into twenty first century literature and film addressing the growing need for environmental awareness
in an international humanities curriculum this book complements ecocritical analyses emerging from north american and british studies with a specifically german studies
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perspective opening the door to a transnational understanding of how the environment plays an integral role in cultural political and economic issues
Calendar 1946 the horrifying terrorist attacks on september 11 2001 and the anthrax strikes that soon followed gave the united states new reason to fear unconventional enemies
and atypical weapons these fears have prompted extensive research study and planning within the u s military intelligence and policy communities regarding potential attacks
involving biological weapons in phantom menace or looming danger kathleen m vogel argues for a major shift in how analysts assess bioweapons threats she calls for an increased
focus on the social and political context in which technological threats are developed vogel uses case studies to illustrate her theory soviet anthrax weapons development the iraqi
mobile bioweapons labs and two synthetic genomic experiments she concludes with recommendations for analysts and policymakers to integrate sociopolitical analysis with data
analysis thereby making u s bioweapon assessments more accurate students of security policy will find her innovative framework appealing her writing style accessible and the
many illustrations helpful these features also make phantom menace or looming danger a must read for government policymakers and intelligence experts lynn eden center for
international security and cooperation freeman spogli institute for international studies stanford university
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1965 the last three decades have seen unprecedented flourishing of creativity across the scottish literary landscape so that
contemporary scottish poetry constitutes an internationally renowned award winning body of work at the heart of this has been the work of poets as this poetry makes space for its
own innovative concerns it renegotiates the poetic inheritance of preceding generations at the same time scottish poetry continues to be animated by writing from other places the
edinburgh companion to contemporary scottish poetry is the definitive guide to this flourishing poetic scene its chapters examine scottish poetry in all three of the nation s
languages it analyses many thematic preoccupations tradition and innovation revolutions in gender the importance of place the aesthetic politics of devolution these chapters are
complemented by extended close readings of the work of key poets that have defined this era including edwin morgan kathleen jamie don paterson aonghas macneacail and john
burnside
The New Nature Writing 2017-05-04 together their work signals a new direction in the field and offers refreshingly original insights into a broad spectrum of texts
Asia and China in the Global Era 2021-01-18 the new edition of this bestselling literary theory anthology has been thoroughly updated to include influential texts from innovative
new areas including disability studies eco criticism and ethics covers all the major schools and methods that make up the dynamic field of literary theory from formalism to
postcolonialism expanded to include work from stuart hall sara ahmed and lauren berlant pedagogically enhanced with detailed editorial introductions and a comprehensive
glossary of terms
London Stage, 1660-1800 1970 another beautiful revelatory country diary from one of the best nature writers in britain if you ve never read mark cocker then you must his style is
sharp selfless and wonderfully evocative his knowledge deep and wide ranging but lightly borne his curiosity joyful and infectious mail on sunday books of the year for seventeen
years as part of his daily writerly routine the author and naturalist mark cocker has taken a two mile walk down to the river from his cottage on the edge of the norfolk broads
national park over the course of those 10 000 daily paces he has learnt the art of patience to observe a butterfly a bird flower bee deer otter or fly and to take pleasure in all the
other inhabitants of his parish no matter how seemingly insignificant in turn these encounters have then been converted into literary epiphanies that are now a widely celebrated
part of his work in a claxton diary he has gathered some of the finest short essays that he has ever written on wildlife they range over almost everything he can see touch or smell
from the minute to the cosmic from a strange micromoth called yellow barred longhorn to that fiercest of winter storms the so called beast from the east from the marvellous to the
macabre cocker tries to capture nature without flinching and in its entirety in so doing he provides us with a vision of an english country parish that for intimacy and precise detail
is comparable with gilbert white s diary on selbourne above all he reminds us that we are all just members of one miraculous family fashioned from sunlight and the dust from old
stars
German Ecocriticism in the Anthropocene 2017-04-18 written by one of the world s leading theorists in ecocriticism this manifesto provides a critical summary of the ecocritical
movement a critical summary of the emerging discipline of ecocriticism written by one of the world s leading theorists in ecocriticism traces the history of the ecocritical movement
from its roots in the 1970s through to its diversification and proliferation today takes account of different ecocritical positions and directions describes major tensions within
ecocriticism and addresses major criticisms of the movement looks to the future of ecocriticism proposing that discourses of the environment should become a permanent part of
literary and cultural studies
Phantom Menace or Looming Danger? 2012-11-09 this collection features comprehensive overviews of the various ethical challenges in organ transplantation international
readings well grounded in the latest developments in the life sciences are organized into systematic sections and engage with one another offering complementary views all core
issues in the global ethical debate are covered donating and procuring organs allocating and receiving organs as well as considering alternatives due to its systematic structure the
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volume provides an excellent orientation for researchers students and practitioners alike to enable a deeper understanding of some of the most controversial issues in modern
medicine
Edinburgh Companion to Contemporary Scottish Poetry 2009-07-03 perfect for undergraduate health science paramedic science nursing midwifery podiatry and optometry
students pharmacology for health professionals 4th edition provides a comprehensive introduction to fundamental pharmacology principles and concepts the fourth edition has been
fully updated and revised to reflect the most up to date information on the clinical use of drugs australian and new zealand scheduling drug legislation and ethics anatomy and
physiology integrated throughout discipline specific information integrated throughout and additional resources provided via evolve key drug information at your fingertips drug
monographs drug interactions tables clinical interest boxes and key terms and abbreviations end of chapter review exercises to test your understanding evolve resources for both
lecturer and student new and updated drug monographs describing important aspects of drugs and drug groups updated tables outlining detailed drug interactions occurring with
major drug groups recent changes in the pharmacological management of major conditions new clinical interest boxes including current new zealand specific and pharmacological
treatment of common diseases and conditions referencing most up to date reviews of drugs and major disease management guidelines for clinical choice and use of drugs enhanced
information on the use of complementary and alternative medicine cam modalities with a focus on interactions between drugs and cam therapies improved internal design for ease
of navigation
Water Life and Aquaria World 1949 this handbook provides an authoritative overview of current issues and debates in the field of health care management it contains over twenty
chapters from well known and eminent academic authors who were carefully selected for their expertise and asked to provide a broad and critical overview of developments in their
particular topic area the development of an international perspective and body of knowledge is a key feature of the book the handbook secondly makes a case for bringing back a
social science perspective into the study of the field of health care management it therefore contains a number of contrasting and theoretically orientated chapters e g on
institutionalism critical management studies this social science based approach is a refreshing alternative to much existing work in this domain and offers a good way into current
academic debates in this field the handbook thirdly explores a variety of important policy and organizational developments apparent within the current health care field e g new
organizational forms growth of management consulting in health care organizations it therefore explores and comments on major contemporary trends apparent in the practice field
Beyond Nature Writing 2001 every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation
Literary Theory 2017-01-25 medical professionals conflicts and quandaries in medical practice offers a fresh approach to understanding the role related conflicts and quandaries
that pervade contemporary medical practice while a focus on professional conflicts is not new in the literature what is missing is a volume that delves into medical professionals
own experience of the conflicts and quandaries they face often as a result of inhabiting multiple roles the volume explores the ways in which these conflicts and quandaries are
exacerbated by broader societal forces including changing scientific and technological paradigms commercialization and strengthened consumer movements which simultaneously
expand the scope of roles and responsibilities that medical professionals are expected to fulfill and make it more difficult to do so several empirical chapters analyze data from
qualitative interview studies with clinicians and other stakeholders the studies highlight the burdens on clinicians who are expected to make informed and justified judgments and
decisions in the midst of competing pressures authors describe the methods that clinicians use to address the associated tensions within specific contexts two conceptual chapters
follow and offer some innovative ways to think about the challenges facing medical professionals as they strive to make sense of the changing landscape within healthcare the first
reflects on the challenges to clinical practice in the midst of shifting and often competing definitions of disease and associated ideologies of care the second reflects more broadly
on the utility of value pluralism as a framework for conceptualizing and working through moral and professional quandaries the book concludes with a chapter containing
suggestions for how members of the medical profession might reframe their thinking about their roles responsibilities and decision making in the midst of inevitable quandaries
such as those presented here this book will be of vital reading for academics researchers educators postgraduate students and interested health care practitioners and
administrators
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